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LQR pitch control strategy of AUVs
based on the optimum of sailing resistance
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Abstract：When an Autonomous Underwater Vehicle（AUV）sails near the surface of the sea，it will inevitably be
subjected to wave disturbance. The heave and pitch motion caused by wave disturbance not only affects the navigation
attitude of the AUV，but also leads to an increase in sailing resistance. As such，its energy consumption is increased.
In this paper，the six degrees of freedom model of AUVs is established and linearized in order to achieve the weighted
optimization of the sailing attitude and the resistance of the AUVs. The drag force model of the AUV is derived using
the theory of potential flow. The Q matrix and R matrix are determined in the controller based on research into the drag
force model. The Linear Quadratic Regulator（LQR）controller of the AUV is designed using the drag force model as
the performance index. The simulation results show that after adding the LQR controller，the effects of reducing heave
motion and pitch motion are 46.64% and 77.62% respectively，and the increased resistance caused by the pitch motion
is reduced to 1/6 of its original value. The results show that the multiple optimum of attitude and sailing resistance is
realized，the energy consumption is decreased and the endurance of the AUV is increased.
Key words：optimum of sailing resistance；LQR control；pitch stabilization；potential theory
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0 Introduction

When an Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV)
performs tasks, energy consumption is the main fac⁃
tor affecting its sailing capacity, and the energy con⁃
sumption depends mainly on the sailing resistance.
When AUV sails near the water surface, the pitch
motion induced by waves will lead to an increase in
the sailing resistance. AUV carries a limited amount
of energy, and an increase in resistance can lead to a
decrease in endurance.

The International Maritime Organization (IMO)
has proposed a new ship Energy Efficiency Design
Index (EEDI) [1], which requires considering the ener⁃
gy saving problem of AUV in the design of AUV
pitch stabilization controller. The control strategy not
only pursues the minimum motion amplitude, but al⁃

so considers the optimization of drive device energy
and added resistance by pitch[2]. Based on the radia⁃
tion energy theory, the roll amplitude of ship will in⁃
crease the sailing resistance of the ship. Therefore,
in the design of fin controller for ship roll stabiliza⁃
tion, the added resistance by roll should be taken in⁃
to account[3]. However, in the design of AUV pitch
controller, the added resistance by pitch is hardly in⁃
volved. Therefore, a drag force model of AUV is
needed and will be used as the performance index of
the AUV pitch control.

With the increasingly wide application of AUV,
the research on AUV is deeper. The C-SCOUT AUV
is used for the sampling of marine geography, and its
dynamic model analyzes its external force and hydro⁃
dynamic force of control surface[4]. The Dolphin MK
II semi-submersible AUV has been developed by
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University of British Columbia, and by experiments,
the quarter model was used to study the hydrodynam⁃
ic forces of the overall AUV and control surface[5]. In
view of the fact that the AUV is semi-submersible
AUV, it will work near the water surface and be dis⁃
turbed by wave force, so it is necessary to design a
pitch controller so as to maintain a stable sailing atti⁃
tude.

Ding[6] designed the LQR controller for the ap⁃
proach landing problem of aircraft, and solved the co⁃
ordination problem of multiple control loops. Li et al. [7]

designed the longitudinal attitude control law for fly⁃
ing-wing UAV using an augmented LQR method,
which introduced the system output error and the dis⁃
turbance signal by external constant gust into the per⁃
formance index function. Duan[8] used the robust ser⁃
vo LQR controller for the pitch velocity loop of UAV.
Bhushan et al.[9] analyzed the weight matrix of LQR
control method based on genetic algorithm, and be⁃
lieved that the performance index based on genetic
algorithm was more stable. Häusler et al.[10] added
the performance index of energy optimization in the
collision-free path planning of AUV. Liang et al.[11]
analyzed the energy optimization of AUV in the case
of external disturbances. Petrich et al.[12] analyzed
the simplification of vertical axis of AUV. Wang
et al.[13] analyzed the energy optimization problem of
pitch stabilization at zero velocity, but did not pro⁃
pose the performance index of sailing resistance. Xu
et al.[14] carried out energy optimization of the bow
control of AUV and reduced the fluctuation of the
yaw velocity. Chyba et al.[15] conducted energy optimi⁃
zation of the control method for AUV sailing between
two points. Sarkar et al.[16] designed a sliding mode
control method based on energy optimization, and
achieved good results. In designing submersible vehi⁃
cles, Li et al.[17] calculated the sailing resistance of
submersible vehicles.

We can see that in previous studies, study on the
sailing resistance is often involved in the process of
hull design, and the sailing resistance is reduced by
optimizing the molded lines, but study on the added
sailing resistance caused by the pitch motion is few.
In fact, the pitch motion of AUV will lead to the in⁃
crease of the sailing resistance, and the swing of con⁃
trol surface will also increase the sailing resistance.
The sailing resistance and pitch motion as well as
control surface swing were positively correlated,
namely, the more intense the pitch motion is, the
more the sailing resistance increases, and the greater
the control surface swings, the more the sailing resis⁃

tance increases. However, the greater the swing am⁃
plitude of the control surface is, the more obvious the
effect of pitch stabilization is. Therefore, in control⁃
ling the pitch motion of AUV, the added resistance
by pitch and control surface should be both taken in⁃
to account, so that the two can compromise to make
the sailing resistance of AUV minimum, and then
the energy consumption of propulsion will be re⁃
duced.

To achieve this goal, firstly, we need to study the
relationship between the sailing resistance and the
AUV attitude, and establish the mathematical model
between the sailing resistance and the sailing atti⁃
tude; secondly, the drag force model of the control
surface also needs to be considered. In the design of
the controller, the two should be considered jointly
as a performance index so as to minimize the sailing
resistance in the control process.

In this paper, we will take Dolphin MK II as the
object of study to investigate its pitch control strate⁃
gy. First of all, the drag force model of AUV will be
established to quantitatively analyze the relationship
between pitch attitude and sailing resistance. Sec⁃
ondly, the influence of control surface swing on add⁃
ed sailing resistance will be analyzed. Finally, the
added resistance by pitch and the added resistance
by control surface will be considered together, and
by using it as a performance index, the pitch attitude
controller of AUV is designed. A LQR controller is
designed to combine the added resistance by pitch
and the added resistance by control surface, so as to
achieve the optimal sailing attitude resistance.
1 Near surface robot model

When an AUV sails near the water surface, it will
be subjected to the wave disturbances, resulting in
pitch motion and increase of the sailing resistance.
Fig. 1 is the structure diagram of an AUV. In this pa⁃
per, the Canadian Dolphin MK II AUV was used as a
model to establish the nonlinear model and simulate
the wave force/moment. In order to control the sail⁃
ing attitude of AUV, the six-degree-of-freedom
(6-DOF) nonlinear model of AUV was firstly estab⁃
lished, and in order to facilitate the design of LQR
controller, it was linearized in this paper. The control
surface is the driving device of pitch stabilization,
and the NACA0025 surface was adopted as the con⁃
trol surface. The hydrodynamic model of the control
surface was established.

In the analysis of the force of AUV, we can regard
AUV as a rigid body with uniform mass distribution.
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According to Newton's law and the related knowl⁃
edge of fluid mechanics, the 6-DOF equation of mo⁃
tion of AUV near the water surface was obtained.
The parameters of Dolphin MK II AUV are shown in
Table 1.

From the dynamics knowledge, we know that the
dynamic model of AUV is as follows:

M rb
¶
¶t

v + C rb(v)v = τ rb （1）
where M rb is mass matrix; C rb(v) is the Coriolis ma⁃
trix; τ rb is the external force/external moment on
AUV; v is the velocity matrix of AUV.

Generally, τ rb is composed of three parts, i.e.
τ rb = τh + τw + τc （2）

where τh is hydrodynamic force/moment; τc is the
control force/moment; τw is wave force/moment.

The hydrodynamic force and hydrodynamic mo⁃
ment acting on the AUV are

τh = -MA v̇ - CAv - Dv + τbg （3）
where MA is the added mass matrix; CA is the add⁃
ed Coriolis matrix; τbg is the restoring force/mo⁃
ment; v̇ is the acceleration matrix; D is the damp⁃
ing matrix.

The control force/moment produced by the AUV
can be expressed as

τc = Bu （4）
where B is the control matrix, and u is the control
vector.

Thus, the matrix form of the AUV dynamic model
can be obtained as

(M rb + MA)v̇ + (C rb + CA + D)v = τbg + τw + Bu（5）

2 Simulation of wave force/mo-
ment

When the AUV sails near the water surface, it is
subjected to ocean environmental disturbances such
as waves and ocean current, which are uncertain and
stochastic. Wherein, wave disturbance is the main
factor causing AUV sway. In designing the AUV atti⁃
tude controller, it is necessary to estimate the dis⁃
turbing force/moment of the AUV when it sails near
the water surface. In order to determine the force/mo⁃
ment of waves on AUV, the wave force must be simu⁃
lated and calculated.

The wave force/moment of heave and pitch near
the water surface were simulated by linear superposi⁃
tion method. Firstly, the spectral form of waves was
selected, and the ITTC single parameter spectrum
was selected in this paper. Then, the discrete method
was used to obtain the harmonic amplitude of the
waves according to the discrete wave spectrum. The
initial phase angle was random number which can be
given according to the random function. After each
harmonic and initial phase angle were determined,
the harmonics were superimposed to obtain the simu⁃
lated long-crested waves, and the velocity and accel⁃
eration components in each direction of the waves
were obtained according to the obtained harmonic
function. Finally, the heave and pitch force/moment
of the waves on the AUV were obtained by integra⁃
tion.

The theoretical research of waves shows that irreg⁃
ular waves can be decomposed into a large number
of uniform and small regular waves. In studying the
motion of AUV in irregular waves, the disturbing
force/moment of waves can be studied by linear su⁃
perposition method. By the knowledge of fluid me⁃
chanics we know that, the wave equation of plane
waves on a point (xy0) in the earth-fixed coordi⁃
nate system o - xyz is

ηw = αw cos(ωw t - kx x - ky y) （6）
where αw is the wave amplitude; ωw is the angular
frequency of wave; kx = kw cos ψw ，ky = kw sin ψw ,
where kw is the wavenumber, and ψw is the wave
angle.

When AUV sails near the water surface, the wave
period described above is not equal to the wave peri⁃
od that AUV encounters during sailing. The wave pe⁃
riod that AUV encounters during sailing is called the
encounter period. In the calculation of AUV motion,
the angular frequency of waves should be replaced

Total
length
/m

8.534

Mass/kg

4 300

Diameter
/m
1

Tail
length
/m
2.35

Displacement
/kg

4 600

Maximum
sailing

velocity/kn
18

Table 1 Parameters of AUV

Fig.1 The structure of AUV

Direction of sailing

Fore control surface

Rudder Aft control surface

Propeller
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by the angular frequency of encounter. The relation
between the angular frequency ωe of encounter and
the angular frequency ωw of waves is

ωe =ωw -
kwUw

g
cos(βw) （7）

where Uw is the resultant velocity of the waves; g

is gravitational acceleration; βw is the encounter an⁃
gle.

It is generally assumed that long-crested waves
are linearly superposed by many regular waves of dif⁃
ferent crests and wavelengths. The initial phase θ j is
a random variable between 0-2π, and the mathemati⁃
cal expression of irregular long-crested waves is ob⁃
tained.

ηw(xy t) = å
j

N

αwj cos(ωwj t - kxj x - kyj y + θ j)

j = 12N （8）
where αwj is the amplitude of the jth harmonic.

The spectrum recommended by the 11st Interna⁃
tional Towing Tank Conference (ITTC) in 1966 was
adopted, which is generally called ITTC single pa⁃
rameter spectrum, and its expression is as follows:

S(ωw) =
8.1 ´ 10-3 × g2

ω5
w

exp(- 3.11
h1 3ω

4
w

) （9）
where h1 3 is the significant wave height of waves.

The amplitude of each harmonic can be obtained
by the following formula:

αw = 2 S(ωw)dωw （10）
In the coordinate system of waves, the velocity

components of long-crested wave harmonics are as
follows:
uwj =

2πα j

Tj

exp(-kj z)* cos(ωwj t - kxj x - kyj y + θ j)（11）

wwj =
2πα j

Tj

exp(-kj z)* sin(ωwj t - kxj x - kyj y + θ j)（12）
The acceleration components are as follows:
u̇wj =

4π2α j

T 2

j

exp(-kj z)* sin(ωwj t - kxj x - kyj y + θ j)

（13）
ẇwj = -

4π2α j

T 2
j

exp(-kj z)* cos(ωwj t - kxj x - kyj y + θ j)

（14）
In Formulas (11)-(14): uwj , u̇wj are respectively

the velocity and acceleration components of wave
harmonic in the wave propagation direction; wwj , ẇwj

are respectively the velocity and acceleration compo⁃
nents of wave harmonic in the vertical direction of

sea level.
According to the superposition theorem and coor⁃

dinate transformation, the total velocity component
and acceleration component in the earth-fixed coor⁃
dinate system o - xyz can be obtained.

Total velocity components are:
[ ]uw E

= é

ë
ê

ù

û
úå

N

uwj cos(ψw) （15）

[ ]vw E
= é

ë
ê

ù

û
úå

N

uwj sin(ψw) （16）

[ ]ww E
= é

ë
ê

ù

û
úå

N

wwj （17）
Total acceleration components are:

[ ]u̇w E
= é

ë
ê

ù

û
úå

N

u̇wj cos( )ψw （18）

[ ]v̇w E
= é

ë
ê

ù

û
úå

N

u̇wj sin( )ψw （19）

[ ]ẇw E
= é

ë
ê

ù

û
úå

N

ẇwj （20）
In Formulas (15)-(20): [ ]uw E

, [ ]u̇w E
are velocity

and acceleration components on the x axis respec⁃
tively; [ ]vw E

, [ ]v̇w E
are velocity and acceleration com⁃

ponents on the y axis respectively; [ ]ww E
, [ ]ẇw E

are
velocity and acceleration components on the z axis.

Since the diameter of AUV is relatively small com⁃
pared with the wavelength of waves, AUV can be
considered as a slender cylinder. Moreover, the wave
force acting on the AUV is caused by the distribu⁃
tary of fluid flowing around the AUV, not because of
the diffraction force of the waves. From this we can
see that the total wave force of AUV when sailing
near the water surface can be obtained by using Mori⁃
son equation, shown as follows:

Fwx =
é
ë
ê

ù
û
ú

Cd

2
ρAU 2

w + Cm ρU̇w dx （21）
where Cd is drag coefficient; Cm is added mass co⁃
efficient; ρ is seawater density; A is projection ar⁃
ea; Δis displacement; U̇w is resultant acceleration
of waves. By applying Sarpkaya's idea of wave force,
and considering the operating environment of Dol⁃
phin MK II semi-submersible AUV, Cd and Cm are
respectively 0.65 and 1.95.

Using the Morison equation for integration along
the longitudinal direction of the ship, the heave force
Zwave and pitch moment Mwave of the waves near the
water surface on the small AUV can be obtained re⁃
spectively:

Δ
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Zwave = 
L

æ

è
çç

ö

ø
÷÷Cd

ρD0

2 ( )ww - wj

2

+ Cm

ρπD2
0

4 ( )ẇw - ẇ j dx

（22）
Mwave = 

L

æ

è
çç

ö

ø
÷÷Cd

ρD0

2 ( )ww - wj

2

+ Cm

ρπD2
0

4 ( )ẇw - ẇ j xdx

（23）
where D0 is the diameter; ww and ẇw are respec⁃
tively the heave velocity and acceleration of waves in
the ship-fixed coordinate; wj , ẇ j are respectively
the velocity and acceleration components of AUV
along the longitudinal direction of the ship coordi⁃
nates [ ]uw E

, [ ]vw E
and [ ]ww E

can be transformed to
the ship-fixed coordinate system by using coordinate
transformations:

é

ë

ê
êê
ê

ù

û

ú
úú
ú

uw

vw

ww B

=
-
Q-1

é

ë

ê
êê
ê

ù

û

ú
úú
ú

uw

vw

ww E

（24）

where
-
Q is the coordinate transformation matrix.

w and ẇ in Formulas (22) and (23) can be ob⁃
tained by using the following formulas:

wj = w - qxj （25）
ẇ j = ẇ - q̇xj - uq + vp （26）

where w and ẇ are the heave velocity and accelera⁃
tion of AUV, respectively; q and q̇ are angular veloc⁃
ity and acceleration of pitch, respectively; u is
surge velocity; v is yaw velocity; xj is the coordi⁃
nate in the ship-fixed coordinate system.
3 Controller design

3.1 Linearization of the AUV dynamic
model

In the study of motion control system of ship, be⁃
cause the ship motion is under control, it is consid⁃
ered that the ship has small amplitude motion near
the equilibrium position under the effect of distur⁃
bances, and the ship motion can be linearized near
the equilibrium position.

Unlike the surface motion body, AUV not only
moves horizontally in sea level, but also has to per⁃
form heave motion in navigable depths. The 6-DOF
motion of AUV can be divided into horizontal motion
and vertical motion. In this paper, only the vertical
motion of AUV is considered. The parameters of ver⁃
tical motion are {uwqθz} , ignoring the horizon⁃
tal motion, i.e. v = p = r = ϕ = 0 . Ignoring the quadrat⁃
ic terms of w and q , we can get the simplified
equation of AUV vertical motion:

é

ë

ê

ê
êê
ê

ê
ù

û

ú

ú
úú
ú

ú
m - Zẇ -Zq̇ 0 0

-Mẇ Iyy - Mq̇ 0 0

0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

é

ë

ê

ê
êê

ù

û

ú

ú
úú

ẇ
q̇
ż
θ̇

=

é

ë

ê

ê
êê
ê

ê
ù

û

ú

ú
úú
ú

ú
Zw (m - Xu̇)u0 + Zq 0 0

(Xu̇ - Zẇ)u0 + Mw -Zq̇u0 + Mq 0 zb B

1 0 0 -u0

0 1 0 0

é

ë

ê

êê
ê
ù

û

ú

úú
ú

w
q
z
θ

+

é

ë

ê

ê
êê
ê

ê
ù

û

ú

ú
úú
ú

ú
Zδb

Zδs

Mδb
Mδs

0 0
0 0

é
ë
ê
ù
û
ú

δb

δs

+

é

ë

ê

ê
êê

ù

û

ú

ú
úú

Zwave

Mwave

0
0

（27）

where m is the mass of AUV mass; u0 is the veloci⁃
ty of AUV; Zẇ , Zq̇ , Zw , Zq are the hydrodynamic
force derivatives of the heave force; Xu̇ is the hydro⁃
dynamic force derivative of surging force; Mẇ , Mq̇ ,
Mw , Mq are hydrodynamic force derivatives of pitch
moment; Iyy is the moment of inertia of AUV; zb is
the coordinate for the center of buoyancy; B is buoy⁃
ancy; Zδb

, Zδs
are the hydrodynamic force derivatives

of heave force of the control surface; Mδb
, Mδs

are
the hydrodynamic force derivatives of pitch moment
of control surface; δb is rudder angle of fore control
surface; δs is rudder angle of aft control surface; ż is
vertical velocity; θ̇ is angular velocity of pitch in the
earth-fixed coordinate system; θ is pitch angle; z

is vertical displacement.
3.2 Controller

Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) refers to the
system whose state equation is linear, and perfor⁃
mance index is the quadratic function of the state
variables and the control variables. Optimal control
is one of the most important and typical optimization
synthesis problems in the combined theory of linear
systems. The characteristic of the optimization syn⁃
thesis problem is that the control law of the system is
derived by taking the maximum or minimum of the
specified performance index function.

The state equation of the dynamic system is set as
ẋ(t) = A(t)x(t) + B(t)u(t)

y(t) = C(t)x(t) （28）
where x(t) is n-dimensional state vector; u(t) is
m-dimensional control vector; y(t) is l-dimensional
output vector; A(t)B(t)C(t) are time-varying coef⁃
ficient matrices. It is assumed that the error vector
e(t) is

e(t) = z(t) - y(t) （29）
where z(t) is the l-dimensional expected output vec⁃
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tor. The goal of the LQR controller is to find the opti⁃
mal control vector u(t) so that any given initial state
x(t0) = x0 can be shifted to the free end state x(tf ) ,
and the performance index function has minimum
values. Performance index is presented in the follow⁃
ing form:

J (u) = 1
2

e(tf )
T P(tf )e(tf ) +

1
2 0

T

( )e(t)TQ(t)e(t) + u(t)T R(t)u(t) dt （30）
where P(tf ) is l ´ l symmetric positive semidefinite
constant matrix; Q(t) is l ´ l weighting matrix for
corresponding state variables, which is a symmetric
positive semidefinite matrix; R(t) is m ´ m weight⁃
ing matrix for corresponding control vectors, which is
a symmetric positive definite matrix. Because R(t)

is positive definite, when u(t) ¹ 0 , u(t)T R(t)u(t) > 0 .
Because Q(t) is positive semidefinite, when
e(t) ¹ 0 , e(t)TQ(t)e(t)  0 .

For the state adjustment problem, the performance
index is in the following form:

J (u) = 1
2

xT(tf )P(tf )x(tf ) +

1
2 0

T

( )xT(t)Q(t)x(t) + uT(t)R(t)u(t) dt （31）
Using the minimum principle to solve the above

problems, it is necessary to introduce Lagrange multi⁃
pliers expressed by λ(t) , which can form Hamiltoni⁃
an function:

H (λxu t) = 1
2 [ ]xT(t)Q(t)x(t) + uT(t)R(t)u(t) +

λT(t)[A(t)x(t) + ]B(t)u(t) （32）
To achieve the minimum performance index J ,

the optimal solution must satisfy the following condi⁃
tions:

1) Canonical equations:
State equation

ẋ(t) =
λ

H (λxu t) = A(t)x(t) + B(t)u(t)（33）
Co-state equation
λ̇(t) = -

x
H (λxu t) = -Q(t)x(t) - AT(t)u(t)（34）

2) Control equation:
u

H (λxu t) = R(t)u(t) + BT(t)λ(t) = 0 （35）
Namely,

u*(t) = -R-1(t)BT(t)λ(t) （36）
3) Initial state:

x(t0) = x0 （37）
4) Transversal condition:

λ(tf ) =
¶

¶x(tf )
(1
2

x(tf )
T Fx(tf )) = Fx(tf ) （38）

where F is the terminal weighting matrix of the sym⁃
metric positive semidefinite constant.

In order to solve the above equations, we need to
know λ(t) . The LQR problem deals with the linear
problem, so we can have the following hypothesis:

λ(t) = P(t)x(t) （39）
We can obtain that:

ẋ(t) = A(t)x(t) - B(t)R-1(t)BT(t)P(t)x(t) （40）
λ̇(t) = Ṗ(t)x(t) + P(t)ẋ(t) = -Q(t)x(t) - A(t)T P(t)x(t)

（41）
And the following optimal feedback control can be

obtained:
u(t) = -R-1(t)BT(t)P(t)x(t) = -K (t)x(t) （42）

where K (t) is feedback gain.
The structure of optimal feedback control system

is shown in Fig. 2.
Riccati Equation is the first order nonlinear differ⁃

ential equations, and the numerical solutions are gen⁃
erally calculated by computer. P(t) can be obtained
by the Riccati Equation. According to the finite time
control law, the infinite time control law can be ob⁃
tained as follows:

Riccati Equation:
PA + AT P - PBR-1BT P + Q = 0 （43）

Optimal control:
u* = -R-1BT Px(t) = -Kx(t) （44）

Optimum performance index:
J * = 0.5x T

0 Px0 （45）
4 Drag force model

A coordinate system as shown in Fig. 3 was estab⁃
lished, which includes the earth-fixed coordinate
system o - xyz and the ship-fixed coordinate sys⁃
tem o′ - x′y′z′ . The earth-fixed coordinate system is
fixed, and the ship-fixed coordinate system moves
with the ship. The 6-DOF motion is uvwpqr

with the positive directions shown by the arrows in
the figure. It is assumed that the initial state is that
oo′ overlaps, axes oxoyoz respectively overlap
with axes ox′oy′oz′ , and the force on AUV in the
earth-fixed coordinate system in the ox direction is
Fd , namely, the sailing resistance; the force on AUV
in the ship-fixed coordinate system in the o′x′ direc⁃

¶
¶

¶
¶

¶
¶

Fig.2 Structure of optimal feedback control system

-R-1(t)BT(t)
u(t)

K (t)

x(t)
ẋ(t) = A(t)x(t) + B(t)u(t)
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tion is Fx
′ , force in the o′y′ direction is Fy

′ and
that in the o′z′ direction is Fz

′ . It is supposed that
the AUV moves at the constant velocity of V in the
direction the same as that of the ox , accompanied
by small amplitude pitch motion in the plane of
x′o′z′ . Then o′x′ and ox are no longer in the same
direction, with a pitch angle of θ between them. Ve⁃
locity V and pitch velocity u of the AUV are no lon⁃
ger the same, with a pitch angle of θ between them.
The pitch motion is a small amplitude motion, so we
can consider u » V numerically. Because it is a
small amplitude pitch motion, according to the Tay⁃
lor decomposition, it can be considered that
sin θ » θ , cos θ » 1 , and the sailing resistance is

Fd = Fx
′ × cos θ - Fy

′ × sin θ

That is
Fd = Fx

′ - Fy
′ × θ （46）

The pitch motion not only produces a pitch angle,
but also affects Fx

′ and Fz
′ . When AUV moves in

water, its hydrodynamic force can be analyzed by po⁃
tential flow theory. In an ideal infinite fluid, added
resistance caused by AUV’s pitch motion can be
considered to be produced by the radiation potential
of a submerged body, and the hydrodynamic force
(i.e. Fx

′Fy
′Fz

′ in the ship-fixed coordinate sys⁃
tem) on the AUV is

F = 
sb(t)

pnds （47）

where sb(t) is the surface of the object; n is the
unit normal vector of the surface, pointing to the inte⁃
rior of the object; p is the dynamic pressure, which
is determined by Bernouli Equation, and its expres⁃
sion is as follows:

p = -ρ(¶Φ
¶t

+ 1
2
ÑΦ × ÑΦ) （48）

where Φ is the radiation velocity potential of the
submerged body in the motion. Formula (48) is sub⁃
stituted into Formula (47), and based on inference,

we can get
F = -ρ d

dt 
sb(t)

Φnds （49）
Considering the general case of AUV in 6-DOF

non-stationary motion, u(t) is used to represent the
translational velocity, ω(t) is the rotational angular
velocity around a center point moving with the body,
thus the velocity potential on the surface should con⁃
form to the following boundary condition, i.e.

¶Φ
¶n

= u × n + (ω ´ r ′) × n （50）
where r ′ is the position vector starting from the cen⁃
ter of rotation; the components of u and ω in the
ship-fixed coordinate system are denoted as
u = (u1u2u3) and ω = (u4u5u6) .

Corresponding to the physical quantities in the
ship-fixed coordinate system, there are u1 = u

u2 = vu3 = wu4 = pu5 = qu6 = r . Components n

and r ′ ´ n are expressed as: n = (n1n2n3) ,
r ′ ´ n = (n4n5n6) .

Then the boundary condition Formula (50) can be
rewritten as

¶Φ
¶n

= å
i = 1

6

ui ni （51）
And we can get

F = -ρå
i = 1

6
d
dx

[ui(t)
sb(t)

Φ i(x1
′x2

′x3
′)n]ds （52）

Formula (52) can be rewritten as
F = -ρå

i = 1

6

u̇i(t)
sb

nds - ρå
i = 1

6

ui(t)ω ´
sb

Φ i nds（53）
When AUV is in surge motion and pitch motion,

considering variables u1u6(ω3) only, forces in the
directions of o′ x′ and o′ z′ are isolated, and we get

Fx
′ = -m21u1u6 - m26u2

6

Fz
′ = - m11u1u6 - m16u2

6 （54）
where m21 ，m26 ，m11 ，m16 are hydrodynamic coef⁃
ficients.

Taking into account the viscous damping force,
Fx

′ is inversely proportional to u1
2 , and Fz

′ is pro⁃
portional to the pitch angle, then Fx

′ and Fz
′ are

corrected as
Fx

′′ = -m21u1u6 - m26u2
6 + m77u2

1

Fz
′′ = - m11u1u6 - m16u2

6 + m88θ （55）
where m77 is the longitudinal force coefficient of
u2

1 , and m88 is the vertical force coefficient of pitch
angle θ .

Formula (55) is substituted into Formula (46). The
negative sign refers to that direction of resistance is
opposite to the ox positive direction. The negative

Fig.3 The earth-fixed coordinate and the ship-fixed coordinate

Ship-fixed coordinate system

q(pitch)

w(heave)
r(yaw)

p(roll)
u(surge)

z

o

b Earth-fixed
coordinate
system

y′

o′ x′

z ′
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y

x′

x
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sign is removed from the formula and we can obtain
Fd = Au2

6 - Bθu6 + Cθ2 + Du2
1 （56）

where u1 = u » Vu6 = q , so Formula (56) can be re⁃
written as

Fd = Aq2 + Bθq + Cθ2 + DV 2 （57）
The above formula is the drag force model of

AUV. ABC and D are undetermined coeffi⁃
cients. CFD simulation results of the AUV sailing re⁃
sistance from a certain pitch period were selected,
and undetermined coefficients can be obtained by us⁃
ing the linear regression method.

AUV can only bring limited energy when navi⁃
gates underwater. In order to improve the endurance
of AUV, it is necessary to control the energy con⁃
sumption of AUV. When an AUV sails near the wa⁃
ter surface, the disturbance of the waves leads to the
attitude changes, and the sailing resistance increases
because of the change of the vertical attitude, which
leads to the increase of the energy consumption. In
order to maintain the vertical attitude of the AUV, it
is necessary to deflect a certain angle for the fore
and aft control surfaces of the AUV, and the rotation
of the fore and aft control surfaces will cause an in⁃
crease in resistance. In order to minimize the AUV
sailing resistance, the two factors are taken into ac⁃
count to obtain the optimal control.

The relation between added resistance by pitch
and pitch was obtained in the above sections. The in⁃
dex function of energy saving can be converted to the
following equation:

J = 1
t 0

t

(λ1q
2 + λ2qθ + λ3θ

2 + λ4u2
1 + λ5u2

2)dt （58）
where λi(i = 125) is the value of minimum en⁃
ergy consumption index. The above formula is dis⁃
cretized, and considering the actual demand in this
paper, the performance evaluation formula of the sail⁃
ing resistance and energy consumption can be ex⁃
pressed as

J = 1
N åi = 1

N

( )λ1q
2 + λ2qθ + λ3θ

2 + λ4u2
1 + λ5u2

2 （59）

5 Simulation results

Firstly, the performance index of energy consump⁃
tion was established; then, LQR controller was de⁃
signed with this performance index, and the wave dis⁃
turbance was added; finally, a Simulink simulation
model was built to carry out simulation analysis and
test for the control effect of LQR controller. The sim⁃
ulation conditions are as follows: the sea state is 3,
the significant wave height is 0.88 m, the average pe⁃
riod is 6.43 s, and Cm = 1.95 . It was simulated when

the AUV sails at a velocity of 4.5 m/s at the depth of
d = 3 m under the wave heave force and pitch mo⁃
ment of the encounter angle βw of 45°, as shown in
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. The simulation curves of the dis⁃
turbing force/moment vs. pitch displacement and
pitch angle response of the AUV vertical motion
without control and under LQR control are shown in
Fig. 6 and Fig. 7.

From the simulation curves in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, it
can be seen that the designed LQR controller of
AUV vertical motion can effectively suppress the ver⁃
tical attitude motion of AUV, and has good control ef⁃
fect. After LQR control was added, the heave dis⁃
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placement decreased from the previous maximum
amplitude of 0.981 2 m to 0.619 6 m, with a de⁃
crease amplitude of 36.85%. The pitch angle was re⁃
duced from the previous maximum value of 6.83° to
3.02°, with a decrease amplitude of 55.77%. The de⁃
signed LQR controller can effectively cancel the dis⁃
turbances of waves, and the maximum amplitude of
pitch angle and heave displacement both obviously
reduced. Therefore, when the LQR controller was
added to the AUV vertical motion, the motion be⁃
came stable, the sailing resistance became smaller,
and the energy consumption was reduced.

The angle amplitude of the fore and aft control sur⁃
faces of the AUV was limited to 15°, and the deflec⁃
tion angles of the fore and aft control surfaces are
shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9.

In this paper, variance was used to evaluate the
control effect, and the formula of pitch stabilization
effect is defined as follows:

E = (Va - Vb)/Va*100% （60）
where E is the pitch stabilization effect; Va is the
variance of pitch angle/heave displacement before
the stabilization; Vb is the variance of pitch angle/
heave displacement after the stabilization.

The standard of heave stabilization was defined in
the same way. Control results were analyzed statisti⁃
cally, and the results are shown in Table 2.

It can be seen from Table 2 that the vertical atti⁃
tude control effect of AUV is good, and the heave dis⁃
placement and pitch angle were effectively reduced
by adding LQR control. By the definition of attitude
control criterion (Formula (60)), it can be seen that
the LQR control made the effects of heave and pitch
stabilization for AUV reach 46.64% and 77.62% re⁃
spectively.

The added resistance before and after control is
shown in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11.

As shown in Fig. 10, Fig. 11 and Table 3, after
adding LQR control, the added resistance of the
AUV by pitch was reduced effectively, the energy
consumption of the AUV propeller was reduced, and
the optimal control of the AUV attitude and energy
was realized.
6 Conclusion

In this paper, a mathematical model between the
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Heave displacement variance/m2
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Effect of heave stabilization/%
Effect of pitch stabilization/%
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0.981 2
6.831 3
0.148 6
6.858 5

-
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LQR control
0.709 7
3.301 0
0.079 3
1.534 8
46.64
77.62

Table 2 Effect statistics of attitude control
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sailing resistance and the sailing attitude was estab⁃
lished, and the drag force model was defined as the
performance index of LQR. On this basis, the weight⁃
ing matrix of LQR controller was determined and the
LQR controller was designed. The effect of heave
and pitch stabilization by LQR control method was
up to 46.64% and 77.62% respectively. Meanwhile,
the added value of the sailing resistance was reduced
to 1/6 of the original value, achieving satisfactory
control results.

In controlling the AUV sailing attitude near the
water surface, the pitch stabilization and the reduc⁃
tion of the sailing resistance can be optimized simul⁃
taneously to reduce the energy consumption of AUV.
In this paper, we proposed to use the AUV model of
the sailing resistance as the performance index of
LQR controller, and achieved satisfactory results,
which can provide a new control idea for the energy
consumption reduction and the sailing resistance re⁃
duction of AUV.
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柴电混合电力推进船舶负载频率 H¥ 鲁棒控制

李洪跃，王锡淮，肖健梅，陈晨
上海海事大学 物流工程学院，上海 201306

摘 要：［目的目的］风、浪及海流等多种随机不确定因素会引起船舶综合电力系统负载频率的波动。［方法方法］采用电

池补偿柴油发电机组输出功率与船舶需求功率之间的差值，对柴油发电机组进行二次调频控制，保证船舶电网

功率平衡，抑制电网频率波动。建立综合电力推进系统频率控制状态空间模型，基于 H¥ 混合灵敏度原理，选取

合理的灵敏度与补灵敏加权函数设计鲁棒控制器，采用线性矩阵不等式（LMI）方法对设计的控制器进行求解并

进行算例仿真。［结果结果］系统幅频特性表明，设计的鲁棒控制器具有合理性，短时冲击信号作用下的性能表现满

足指标要求。与传统 PI控制器的对比结果表明，设计的鲁棒控制器能显著抑制随机扰动引起的电网负载频率

波动，减小柴油发电机组与电池的功率变化，电池荷电状态（SOC）变化范围明显缩小，可提高船舶电力系统鲁

棒稳定性与鲁棒性能。［结论结论］该系统在各种工况下都能稳定运行并且使电网频率稳定，同时提高柴油发电机组

燃油经济性，减小废气排放。

关键词：混合电力推进；负载频率控制；线性矩阵不等式；混合灵敏度；H¥ 鲁棒控制

基于航行阻力优化的近水面机器人减纵摇控制

姚绪梁，孟令卫，牛小丽
哈尔滨工程大学 自动化学院，黑龙江 哈尔滨 150001

摘 要：［目的目的］水下机器人（AUV）在近水面航行时，不可避免地会受到海浪的干扰，海浪干扰导致的纵摇和升

沉运动不仅会影响AUV的航行姿态，同时也会导致其航行阻力增加，加剧能源的消耗。为实现 AUV航行姿态

和航行阻力的加权最优，［方法方法］建立AUV的六自由度模型并进行纵平面运动的线性化。对AUV的纵摇增阻情

况进行研究，利用势流理论的方法，推导AUV的纵摇增阻模型。以纵摇增阻为性能指标，确定控制器中的Q矩

阵和R矩阵，并设计减小AUV纵摇的线性二次型控制系统（LQR）控制器。［结果结果］仿真结果表明，加入 LQR控制

器后，减垂荡和减纵摇效果分别达到 46.64%和 77.62%，纵摇增阻减小到原来的 1/6。［结论结论］研究结果显示，基于

能量优化的 LQR控制可实现纵摇增阻和航行姿态的加权最优，节约能量消耗，增加AUV的续航力。

关键词：航行阻力优化；LQR控制；纵摇减摇；势流理论
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